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INTRODUCTION



     Some Belarusian investment climate development challenges have also been considered 

inthe course of preparation hereof.

     The report has relied upon the research of venture ecosystems in other countries 

throughout the region.

     The results of the present study are not an exhaustive overview of all the challenges that 

startups, IT companies, business angels and venture investors in Belarus have to face. The 

current legislative framework does not meet the demands to the environment for venture 

between Belarusian Government and private sector to change such environment.

     The report also features conclusions and recommendations by the team of a project to 

de-sign state policy for venture funding development in Belarus. These recommendations 

address only the generic areas of activity to eliminate key issues in the way of venture funding 

     The electronic version hereof is available at www.bel.biz website.

as well as the improvements required for venture funding development in Belarus.

This study was made possible due to the support of the American people through the

United States Agency for International Development (USAID). The views expressed herein

are the sole responsibility of BELBIZ and under no circumstances can be construed as 

The “Venture Funding in Belarus” report is based on the data obtained during the study

conducted by BELBIZ group of companies in cooperation with “Aleinikov and Partners” law

ecosystem in Belarus with the support of the United States Agency for International 

Development (USAID).

Disclaimer



     The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) supports the development of 

promotion of business interests, business environment improvement, the development of 

     Belbiz Group of Companies is the top hub for entrepreneural and startup initiative in 

Entrepreneurship Week in Belarus and Venture Day Minsk, the largest international startups

conference.

     “Aleinikov and Partners” Law Firm has been active in the Belarusian market since 2006.

by renowned international rankings for lawyers, such as Chambers Global, Chambers Europe,

Legal 500, International Financial Law Review 1000. “Aleinikov and Partners” has been

commended by the Belarusian Ministry of Justice twice as the best organization rendering 

No. 69 dd. May 3, 2013).

BELBIZ GROUP OF COMPANIES

“ALEINIKOV AND PARTNERS” 
LAW FIRM





KEY FACTS



“Venture Funding in Belarus”: Study objectives

     current B

     the development of practical recommendations for all stakeholders to ensure further 

310 entities within the Belarusian venture ecosystem took 

part in the survey.

The sample is representative of the venture ecosystem 

of Belarus.

The study was conducted in December 2016-February 2017.

The survey and structured personal interviews featured 38 

questions and extra sections on the following topics: current 

venture funding practices, venture ecosystem, legal aspects 

of venture funding, as well as necessary improvements for the 

development of venture funding in Belarus.

COVERAGE

TIME FRAME

METHOD

SAMPLE



GLOSSARY



Drag along is the right of a shareholder (participant) (usually of a majority/institutional

investor) to force the other shareholders (participants) (as a rule, minority ones) to enter a deal 

shareholder (participant).

Tag along is the right of a shareholder (participant) (as a rule, of a minority one) to enter a

(usually a majority one), on the same terms as such majority shareholder.

A business angel is an independent private investor (a natural person or a legal entity)

who invests his/her capital into small innovative and high-tech companies (projects) during

early stages of their development, and also normally provides advice as to the activities of

such companies (projects). In exchange for such investments, business angels usually receive

Venture organization1 (according to the Belarusian legislation) is a commercial 

organization established to invest into the creation and implementation of innovations, as well 

as to fund venture projects.

Venture funding
provide funds to early-stage or small high-tech companies with long-term growth potential to

enable the implementation by the latter of highly risky innovative projects. This type of funding

Venture fund

The fund is managed by professional investors—managers or a management company. The

1 The definition is given under Art. 13 of the ‘Regulation On the Innovative Infrastructure Entities 
Establishment Procedure’ as approved by the Belarusian President’s Decree No. 1 
dd. January 3, 2007.



Warranties are statements regarding factual circumstances or future promises made by 

one or both parties to the deal. Should either party breach such warranties, the other party to 

the deal receives the right to claim damages—but not to waive the contract.

A call option is a contract or a clause therein enabling (but not obliging) one party 

(option holder) to demand having a certain asset, e.g. stocks (shares), sold to it by another 

party to the contract at a predetermined price and within a predetermined period.

Convertible loan (note) is a loan granted to a company entitling the grantor to 

convert all or part of the loan amount into common or preferred stocks (shares) of a company 

at a certain conversion rate and within a certain period of time.

Liquidation preference in the case of 100% sale of stocks/shares—the procedure 

and conditions of preferential cash disbursement to certain investors and stockholders 

Liquidation preference at company’s dissolution is the procedure and conditions 

of preferential cash disbursement to certain investors and stockholders (participants) of the 

Liquidation preference at core assets sale—the procedure and conditions of 

preferential cash disbursement to certain investors and stockholders (participants) of the 

company in the case of its core assets sale.

Liquidation preference in the case of company’s reorganization—the procedure and 

conditions of preferential cash disbursement to investors and stockholders (participants) of the

company in the case of its reorganization

Lockup period

company.

Indemnity is the obligation of one contractual party to reimburse potential material 

losses, not arising out of the breach of its contractual obligations, incurred by the other party 

upon the onset of circumstances envisaged in their contract.



An option program for the management and key employees is a system of incentives 

the company. Used as an incentive to maintain long-term employment relations with the 

A put option is a contract or a clause therein enabling (but not obliging) one party (option 

holder) to demand having a certain asset, e.g. stocks (shares), bought from it by another party

to the contract at a predetermined price and within a predetermined period.

A ‘startup’ is a newly established and rapidly growing company engaged in the 

developmentor delivery of innovative products/services with scalable business models.



RESPONDENTS’ 
PROFILE



     310 respondents from Belarus took part in the survey.

     The study sample is representative of the venture ecosystem, being based on information

provided by key venture market entities within three target groups—investors, startups, and

support organizations (Figure 1).

     The investors group featured business angels and venture fund representatives, 

international organizations, companies with foreign capital and major IT companies currently 

investing in startups or intending to do so.

Chart 1.

     Over a third of all investor companies have foreign participation in their authorized fund

(Chart 2).

Figure 1. Distribution of respondents

STARTUPS INVESTORS SUPPORT 
ORGANIZATIONS

INVESTORS



Chart 1. Age of investor companies

Chart 3. ‘Age’ of startup companies Chart 4. Startups with women as founders

Chart 2. Foreign investments in the 
authorized fund

None

Under 1 year None

Yes
1-3 years

3-6 years

1-3 years

Under 1 year

Yes

STARTUPS

Belarus-based companies with an innovative development model and/or a scalable 

technological idea/product.

     Most startups have been operating in IT for 1-3 years (Chart 3) and have two to three

founders (Figure 2). Over a third of startups have been founded by women (Chart 4). Most

     A fairly small percentage of startups are engaged in manufacturing.



Chart 5. Startup industry

Chart 6. Startup’s product/service 
development stage

Figure 2. Number of founders in startups

Other tech domains

AI

FinTech

VR

AgriTech

HealthTech

Manufacturing

Other

Concept

Business Plan

Operational product 
prototype

Launched on the market



SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS

The group of support organizations comprised business associations, incubators,

technoparks, coworking spaces, as well as public organizations facilitating the development

of entrepreneurship and innovation in Belarus.

Over a half of them are state-owned (Chart 8).

Chart 7. ‘Age’ of support organizations

Chart 8. State share in the support 

organizations’ authorized funds

1-3 years

3-6 years

Under 1 year

None

Yes





KEY STUDY 
OUTCOMES: 
OVERVIEW



Labor resources are a positive factor for investing in Belarus.

Belarus is a growing market: local investors are prepared to invest in 
startups; startups are planning to attract venture funding.

Belarusian business is prepared to invest up to $100M/year in startups.

All ecosystem members noted the need for reforms geared toward its 
development.

Most deals are structured abroad.

attract venture funding (further details in “Current Investment Practices” chapter).

comparable with the market volume in neighboring countries, such as Ukraine, Lithuania and 

Latvia (further details in “Current Investment Practices” chapter).

structured in Belarus will take the following changes:

(for more information, see Chapter “Legal Aspects of venture funding”).



CURRENT 
INVESTMENT 

PRACTICES



INVESTMENT IN 2014-20161

(Chart 9). These indicators are suggestive of a fairly high activity on the part of Belarusian

investors, given that the Belarusian venture ecosystem is only emerging. One can assume that

all the deals were done by business angels (individuals or corporations), as no institutionalized

venture funds have been present in Belarus until recently.

Professional business angels do not normally limit themselves to 1-2 

investments so as to minimize risks. Business angels get much less than 

their investment when exiting most venture projects. 5-10% of deals can 

angels strive to have several companies in their investment portfolio at any 

of 5 (UK1) to 10 (US2) deals per year. This can become their core professional 

or active entrepreneurs or top managers in large companies.

FY
I

Chart 9. Number of investments made by 

one investor over the past three years

1 Nation of Angels Report.
2 Angel Capital Association.



Extrapolation of these data upon the entire ecosystem leads to conclude that Belarusian 

investors invest in over 50 startups annually.

This is an excellent indicator for an emerging market. In comparison, 66 deals with venture

capital participation were done in Ukraine3 and 56 in Lithuania4 in 2015.

upon their investment decision. The major ones include the team, return on investment,

technological innovation (Figure 3).

3 Ukrainian Venture Capital and Private Equity Overview 2015.
4 Lithuanian startup scene is green but soon to blossom by GoalEurope, June 2016.

Chart 10. Experience of attracting investments to finance 

the company’s growth

Yes

None

Figure 3. Key factors influencing investment decision

Other

Business idea

Scalable business model

International development 
prospects

Technological innovation

Team

Expected return on investment



Figure 4.

Seed investments happen at very early stages when the product is in the pipeline, possibly

with a prototype available. Seed capital can be channeled to pay for preliminary product 

development activities, market research and putting a managerial team together.

Initial funding comes with the highest risk as the investor sees no actual product and only

at this level include borrowings from friends, family, business angels, and crowdfunding.

Figure 4. Investment round closed by the startups

Funding a startup for rapid growth in the market

Funding a startup to sell it to a strategic investor 
and IPO

Funding a startup to maintain early-stage 

Early-stage funding of a startup with no shaped 
team yet and product/service at concept level

version for market launch

Early-stage funding of a startup with a 
shaped team in place and product/service at 

normally under $1M. In our region this stage boasts an average deal amount 

of $100k-300k.

mean volume of $200k.1

FY
I

1 Venture Market Navigator. Russian Venture Industry Review, 2016.



Chart 11. Investment volumes attracted by startups

Figure 5. Investment sources used by startups

Venture capital investors

Bank loan

Other

Family and friends

Strategic investor

Business angels

global trend: the most active early-stage investors are business angels (Figure 5).

Noteworthy is that seed valuation in Belarus is potentially underrated. Such conclusion can 

stem from the fact that startups themselves evaluated their pre-seed round as a seed one. 

This means that a seed-stage startup with a prototype or a product in development can raise 



10). The lack of relevant knowledge and investment attraction experience were mentioned

among the major reasons. This goes to demonstrate the shortage of educational programs for

Belarusian startups, low activity of the government in the development of special initiatives/

programs to foster innovative startup development in the country. The reasons preventing

startups from seeking venture capital investment are displayed in Figure 6.

by them when raising and receiving investment. The major issues voiced were: searching for a

and startups (Table 1).

Figure 6. The reasons why startups sought no investment 

for their development

Other

No reasons

No actual need in startup 
investment

Reluctance to share company 
ownership with a third party

Reluctance to release control 
over the company

Preference for other sources of 
funding

Lack of knowledge and 
experience



Table 1. Issues faced by startups when attracting 

investment

ISSUE

SERIOUS FAIRLY SERIOUS
FAIRLY 

INSIGNIFICANT INSIGNIFICANT

Search for information

Search for a consultant

Search for an investor

Increasing demand for 
investment

The complexity and workload 
associated with venture 

investment process

Consultancy fees, venture 
investment process cost, misc.

to accept a minority (non-
controlling) interest

with investors regarding the 

investors regarding business 
operation principles

Fear of not meeting the 

other expectations



Chart 12. Access to private investment (as reported by 

startups)

Chart 13. Share of venture deals involving Belarusian 

citizens structured in foreign jurisdictions,

according to survey participants

Very good

Fairly good

Fairly bad

Bad

No access

Hard to say

Over a half of all deals have been structured abroad.

organizations maintain this opinion (Chart 13).



INVESTMENT PLANS2

planning to attract venture funding.

Yes

None

Chart 15. Planned volume of investment in startups 

in the next three years

Chart 14. Investors’ readiness to finance startups in 

coming  three years



with the market volume in neighboring countries, such as Ukraine, Lithuania and Latvia.

millions of US dollars into innovative products. At the same time, given favorable institutional

framework development, there is a potential for early- and following stages venture capital

funds to emerge.

None

Chart 16. Startups’ investment-raising plans

For your reference: European business angels invest an average of €20k/

in Finland and Estonia and €10k in Russia and Denmark1

FY
I

1 Nation of Angels Report.



Chart 17. Startups’ potential investment appetite 

estimates

Figure 7. In case investment is provided, startups 

(founders) are prepared:

No response

to leave the company after 
several years

to concede a share in the 
company

to include investor in the board 
of Directors

time on fund-raising

to accept company valuation based 

on the its future growth potential



Financial Technologies (FinTech), as well as healthcare and healthy lifestyle Technologies

(Healthtech). Detailed information is represented in Figure 8.

This trend coincides with the international one. In 2016 in Europe most investment went

into start-ups in FinTech, Health, Music, Fashion, and Travel1.

Figure 8. The industries of startups in which investors 

invest/intend to invest

Manufacturing

AgriTech

Other

VR

FinTech

HealthTech

AI

Other tech domains

1 European Tech Funding Report 2016 by TechEU.



Chart 18. ROI requirement to invest in early-stage startups

year. At the same time, venture funds strive toward maximum payback from each deal (10x20x

startups fail.

Venture capital investment is by its nature a risky investment business. 

where out of 10 companies invested into...

for success or failure are unclear;

venture fund across its entire investment portfolio.

FY
I



VENTURE ECOSYSTEM 
THROUGH INVESTORS’ 

EYES



Detailed breakdown of other positive factors voiced by the investors is represented in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The most favorable factors for investing in 

the Republic of Belarus (as perceived by investors)

Other

administration

investment protection 
guarantees for investors

Active reforms aimed at 
enhancing the business 

environment

of entities

Direct access to EAEU 
(Eurasian Economic Union) and 

CIS markets

Potential is seen in low 
competition throughout 

the economy and in growth 
opportunities

Labor resources—highly 
skilled, hardworking, 

inexpensive workforce

Geographic location of Belarus



The opinions of all three respondent groups regarding the investment climate, its reforms

and guarantees to investors coincide and generally suggest skepticism towards the 

investment climate. This attitude is especially pronounced among investors and startups. 

fact that the latter also is an essential part of the investment environment. Venture funding 

business and investment climate in Belarus.

For this reason we asked the respondents in all groups to assess the investment climate, its

reforms, as well as guarantees to investors (Charts 19-21).

(Chart 20).

Chart 19. Assessing Belarusian investment climate

Favorable conditions for business 
management and development have been
ensured, favorable investment climate has 
been created

The current business environment and 
investment climate are generally okay, but 

The current business environment and 

Existing conditions and investment climate 

overhauling

Other



Chart 20. Assessing the nature of reforms underway in 

Belarus aimed at investment climate improvement

Chart 21. Assessing investors’ rights protection 

in Belarus

Positive

Largely positive, but ongoing reforms 
do not enable active development of 
Belarusian companies

Negative, but ongoing reforms have 
generally not been detrimental to 

wrapping up or moving to a country 
with more favorable conditions

legislation

industries

guarantees, but law enforcement
practices leave much to be desired

Other

I see no reforms

Other



LEGAL ASPECTS 
OF VENTURE CAPITAL 

INVESTMENT



STATE REGULATION 
OF VENTURE ACTIVITY

1

According to the majority of respondents, Belarus completely lacks any legislation on 

venture activity legislation in Belarus (Chart 22).

In many countries with a developed venture funding market, governments actively promote

innovative activity, inter alia through the development of venture funding legislation and 

Chart 22. Assessing Belarusian venture legislation

Positive

Mostly positive

I am unaware of such legislation

Mostly negative

Negative

‘Regulation on the Procedure of Innovative Infrastructure Entities 

“On the public innovation policy and innovation activity in the Republic of 

FY
I



LEGAL INSTRUMENTS AND 
DEAL STRUCTURES USED

2

substantiating their choice of foreign jurisdiction noted that “if there had been an opportunity

to follow their deals through relying on Belarusian law (from the investment protection 

standpoint), they would have been doing them under Belarusian legislation”, and also that 

“they do not trust Belarusian jurisdiction because of its unpredictability, obsolete and poorly 

enforceable laws.”

Figure 10. Jurisdiction used to structure venture 

projects and/or deals

California

Delaware

Other

“On the word of honor”

Belarusian

English

creation that contributes money to venture funds alongside other investors, including foreign

ones. In the UK, the public venture fund also provides direct investment for innovative 

businesses.

However, current Belarusian legislation indicates no governmental activity in venture

funding development.



According to the respondents, many instruments used in international venture investment

practice need to be settled at the level of Belarusian legislative framework (Figure 11). 

contracts in Belarus.

Investors cited the complete lack of instruments common in international practice 

(convertible loans, options, indemnities, tag along, drag along etc.) for venture project 

structuring, and judicial practice as key bottlenecks hampering the implementation of venture 

projects and venture deals in Belarus.

The interviewed respondents highlighted several other factors complicating the 

implementation of venture projects and execution of venture deals, such as:

 lack of trust in the judicial system.

All ecosystem members noted the need for reforms geared toward its development.

ASPECTS COMPLICATING 
INVESTMENT IN BELARUS

3



Other

At company reorganization

Call option

Put option

Option program for management 

Lockup period for founders

Indemnity

Warranties and representations

Tag along

Drag along

Options

Convertible loan

Figure 11. In your opinion, which of the listed instruments need 

to be codified in Belarusian legislation?
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Figure 12. Factors complicating the implementation of venture projects 

and execution of venture deals in Belarus (as cited by investors)

support organizations

Lack of competent lawyers

Taxation system level

Barriers stemming out of the 
governmental regulation of 

venture activity

Small market size and other purely 
economic factors

Formal barriers in foreign 
economic activity legislation 

that prevent cross-border 
commercialization of intellectual 
property rights from the territory 

of Belarus

Low level of property rights 
protection

Low level of trust in the judicial 
system

projects

Venture deal structuring under the 
Belarusian legislation to guarantee 

Legislative gap in terms of 
internationally common venture 
projects structuring instruments 

(convertible loans, options, 
indemnities, tag along, drag along 

etc.)

Lack of judicial practice on the 
matters related to the contractual 
use of internationally widespread 

instruments for venture project 
structuring



Key reasons in favor of a foreign jurisdiction, as voiced by the investors:

Further reasons to choose a foreign jurisdiction are represented in Figure 14.

WHY CHOOSE A FOREIGN 
JURISDICTION?

4

The majority of respondents would have preferred a foreign jurisdiction for venture deals.

The list of top popular jurisdictions includes Israel, Estonia, Cyprus, the USA with developed

venture ecosystems.

Figure 13. Countries where you would move your business 

if given the chance

Latvia

Poland

Singapore

Would have stayed in Belarus

Other

Russia

Lithuania

Israel

Estonia

Cyprus

The USA



On top of that, respondents highlighted the factors appealing to them in foreign legislations,

particularly:

 ability to conduct clear funding “rounds”.

Figure 14. Investors’ reasoning behind choosing 

a foreign jurisdiction

Everybody does that.

Other

All agreements between 

the parties will be legal and 

enforceable

More convenient tax system

a foreign investor

Court rulings are predictable, 

and credible

More developed corporate 

legislation, availability of 

exit from venture projects

Structuring venture investment 

under Belarusian law is unclear





REQUIRED 
IMPROVEMENTS



On top of that, respondents highlighted the factors appealing to them in foreign legislations,

particularly:

 ability to conduct clear funding “rounds”.

accepted in foreign jurisdictions into Belarusian legislation to facilitate venture funding

development, as well as to amend current legislation in the following domains:

 improved legislation on shareholder agreements and contracts to exercise the rights of LLC 

GENERAL PROPOSALS TO BOOST 
VENTURE FUNDING

Basic rules of play should be prescribed for all the key stages in venture 

funding process (at this point, they are either non-existent or lack full 

OPINION

1



within state initiatives on the premises of various research institutes.

by Presidential Decree No. 466 dd. December 15, 2016, a number of legislative acts is to be 

drafted and adopted to envisage new sources of funding, including the establishment of

a collective investment institution and venture funding system development.

The most developed jurisdictions in terms of venture funding (the USA, China, the UK,

successful in their employment of various instruments in commercial and corporate law that 

attract potential investors.

deemed interesting for Belarus due to the similarity between legal systems. The analysis of

current Russian venture funding legislation can clearly demonstrate the mechanisms to 

implement common law concepts into the civil law framework.

Alongside with that, the Russian legislation is yet to codify such most commonly used 

venture investment means as convertible loan. Also missing are such instruments as lockup 

reorganization.

The Russian Federation is currently planning to develop a legislative framework to enable

the conclusion of non-compete and non-solicitation agreement. The Belarusian legislation

does not enable the execution of such agreements.

CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL 
LAW

2



rights.

the company itself, its future participants and other persons cannot be parties to such 

seriously hinders their use in venture projects.

The implementation of the aforementioned instruments widely employed in international

practice seems apparently relevant, also based on feedback from respondents during 

personal interviews. They pointed out that foreign jurisdictions are appealing for investment 

due to their more developed (compared to Belarus) corporate law and availability of well-

decision-making. That said, the respondents also noted that “an investor will refuse to invest 

when common venture instruments are absent in the legislation.”

Abolishing corporate legislation restrictions to enable structuring of 

OPINION



the respondents noted the need for:

TAX LEGISLATION3

International experience suggests that one of the key incentives for venture investment 

through a tech investment support program that provides an opportunity 

to insure investors in startups against potential losses. A startup awarded 

investment-related losses from their taxable income during validity period 

of these securities.

it was exactly corporate tax cut in Ireland that contributed to the strong 

FY
I



CRIMINAL LAW4

Additionally, the majority of respondents named more convenient taxation systems in 

foreign jurisdictions one of principal reasons to choose a foreign jurisdiction when investing 

Studying foreign experience of tax incentives for venture business, as well as of other public

support measures seen in the USA, China, the UK, Israel, Singapore, South Korea, Malaysia, 

Canada, Ireland, is rather relevant for our country.

other state support measures to venture activity entities in Belarus.

Legislation on criminal and administrative liability is of paramount importance to investors.

In this regard, laws and law enforcement must be prepared to propose a legal framework

for business operation not-inferior to legal mechanisms of progressive foreign economies in 

terms of transparency, predictability and fairness.

Chart 23. Need for tax benefits to boost venture 

activity in Belarus

Yes

No

Other



The interviewees indicated the need to abolish criminal liability for illegal entrepreneurial

activity stipulated in Art. 233 of the Belarusian Criminal Code, supplying such proposal with

a comment, “its impact on the motivation to do business is devastating (business is a risk per 

se).”

A feasibility study for illegal entrepreneurial activity decriminalization in Belarus is deemed 

rather relevant, as the legislation of some foreign countries with developed venture funding 

industry (e.g. the USA) envisages no criminal liability for illegal entrepreneurial activity.

rescind criminal liability for economic violations and illegal entrepreneural 

OPINION

OPINION





CONCLUSION



The conducted research is highly important for all venture ecosystem entities, as it is the 

enhancing its informational integrity and openness.

Belarus does have a potential for venture funding development. It is demonstrated by 

investor activity over the past three years and the need in funding of a growing number 

earlystage startups. Despite the underdeveloped ecosystem, Belarus is not lagging too far 

behind the countries in the region by a number of indicators (deals count, market capacity, 

At the same time, most deals involving Belarusian startups and investors are structured

abroad. The study has shed light upon the key factors contributing to such situation.

One of the most important aspects impeding venture activity in our country is the lack of

the legislative base compliant with best global practices that would have facilitated favorable

conditions for venture industry development.

Moreover, an obstacle to growth is the lack of educational programs geared toward startups

the highest.

venture ecosystem and identify the most burning issues faced by high-risk startups and 

legislative initiatives for venture funding development in Belarus.



This study was made possible due to the support of the 

American people through the United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID). The views expressed 

herein are the sole responsibility of BELBIZ and under no 

of USAID or the U.S. government.


